
EARN MORE 
WAITING TABLES

Waiter Wallet® Free Templates
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Let’s be honest; waiting tables is selling. And, the more 
knowledge a waiter or waitress has, the more they, and 
their restaurant’s benefit. 

We do not mean a hard sell (or pushing the most 
expensive items). Instead, provide your guests with 
thoughtful suggestions and properly paired beverages 
that enhance the meal and their dining experience.

Knowing how to sell also increases how much money 
both the server and restaurant earn. This chart shows 
just how much money, pardon the pun; every server is 
leaving on the table.

If you want to see exactly how much you are losing, we 
have a great Upsell Calculator on our website. 

Know More. Earn More.

How Selling Pays

18% Tip | 5 Weekly Shifts | $10 Item
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Additional Upsells Per Shift
Two Four Six Eight

$3,774

$2,808

$1,872

$936

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/1-rated-server-organizer-1
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/1-rated-server-organizer-1
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100% Customizable for All Restaurants 

VIP Information at Server’s Fingertips 

Fast and Easy to Create, Print and Save 

Nine Money-Making Templates 

Waiter Wallet’s® Template System 
On-The-Floor Training

No Software to Purchase or Install

Our software automatically creates and downloads a 4-up PDF to your computer. 
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Waiter Wallet perfectly positions money-making templates at the server’s fingertips. 

Waiter Wallet® Templates 
Nine On-Line Restaurant Cheat-Sheets 

No one knows everything. So why not create a library of 
restaurant cheat-sheets to help, even the best waiters and 
waitress, know more? Well, we did it! 

Unlike check presenters, the Waiter Wallet’s patented design 
perfectly positions our invaluable, money- making guides at the 
server’s fingertips (and away from the guest’s eyes). 

Waiter Wallet patented design discreetly hides its contents from restaurant guests. 
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1. Select one of our nine Free 
Templates* and click, ‘Customize 
This Template.’ 


2. Choose your version of Waiter 
Wallet from the Template Size 
dropdown menu. 


3. Click in the empty fields to type in 
the information from your menu. 


4. Choose Save if you plan on editing 
the template in the future. Then, 
type in a name and click OK. 


5. Click Print on the left and a 4-up 
PDF is download to your device. 


6. To edit a previously created 
template, go to that template and, 
in the dropdown menu below the 
dotted line, select the name and 
click the refresh button. 


7. The Reset button clears all text 
entered into the template 


8. Print the PDF on your printer. 


9. Cut out the templates (or use the 
Waiter Wallet perforated sheets) 
and insert the printed templates 
into the Waiter Wallet or Clear 
Pocket Insert for easy reference. 

10. Go to the bank and deposit all the 
extra money you are making.

Our on-line template software interface makes creating restaurant cheat sheets fast and easy. 

Waiter Wallet® Templates Instructions 

* one year access with a Waiter Wallet purchase 

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/server-templates
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/server-templates
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiter-wallet-perforated-sheets
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiterwallet
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiter-wallet-clear-pocket-inserts
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiter-wallet-clear-pocket-inserts
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/server-templates
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/server-templates
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiter-wallet-perforated-sheets
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiterwallet
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiter-wallet-clear-pocket-inserts
https://waiterwallet.com/collections/waiter-wallet-clear-pocket-inserts
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A comprehensive list of all your restaurant’s bar drinks and 
their prices. 

Like many of our templates, almost all of the content is 
customizable. In addition to the drink fields, the name and 
category content is also customizable. So, if you only serve 
wine, you can change the fields to, for example, styles of 
wine, and list six wines for each style. 

You can even change any template’s colors to match your 
restaurant or personal preference. 

We think it is best to think of our templates existing format 
as a guide. Then let your menu and imagination create 
something that works best for your restaurant. 

PRO TIP | Once completed, save and name the template 
for fast and easy future editing. For example, if a ‘RED 
WINE’ changes, you only need to edit that line and reprint. 

NOTE | All information is saved to your computer so, 
resetting a browser could delete your content. 

LINK | Bar Notes Template 

Bar Notes Template 

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/bar-notes
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/bar-notes
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Daily Specials Template
All the daily information servers need to know, including 
daily specials and eighty-sixed items. 

While the date is auto populated, all the other information 
is entirely editable. 

Now at the pre-shift, servers can be more focused on what 
is being said rather than consumed with scribbling down 
hard to read notes 

PRO TIP | Waiter Wallet’s perforated sheets are great for 
fast, easy distribution of templates to staff. Just fold, tear 
and hand out the template. 

LINK | Daily Specials Template 

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/daily-specials
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/daily-specials
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Don’t slow down the kitchen with allergy questions. This 
life-saving template informs servers exactly what dishes 
have which allergies and what dishes can be modified to 
eliminate the allergen. 

Our grid template design allows servers to instantly and 
accurately guide guests to provide an enhanced dining 
experience. 

Segment this template's courses (at the top) to fit with your 
restaurant’s menu. Then replace our headers with whatever 
text works best for your menu. 

PRO TIP | Place an Asterix (*) after any allergen that can 
be made without it. Now servers can immediately address a 
guest’s allergy concerns. 

NOTE | Use abbreviations to increase the number of dishes 
displayed in each template text box. 

LINK | Allergy Template 

Allergies Template 

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/allergies
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/allergies
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Bottle Wine Template
Transform that extensive, overwhelming wine list into an 
easily digestible list that helps servers sell wine and expand 
their wine knowledge. 

The template provides space for eight categories of wine 
and three bottles for each category. In addition to the wine’s 
name, you can include critical tasting characteristics, price, 
region, and more. 

For each category, we suggest selecting an inexpensive, 
moderate, and expensive bottle. Additionally, replace the 
proteins in the headers with entrees from your menu for 
pairing suggestions. 

PRO TIP | When two or more guests order a similar wine by 
the glass, suggest a comparably priced bottle. It can be a 
better value assuming bottle pricing is calculations on a four 
glass pour, not the five they contain. And, guests can 
experience a better or more select wine. 

NOTE | While this is a ‘Bottled Wine’ template, it can be 
equally effective for beer, Sake, or anything that you want. 
You can also change the blue category lines color if you 
prefer one long list. 

LINK | Bottle Wine Template

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/bottled-wines
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/bottled-wines
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In addition to the daily specials and eighty-sixed items, this 
powerful template allows management to reinforce key 
restaurant policies, training concepts, or best practices to 
their FOH serving staff. 

We suggest discussing the 'Tip of the Day' at pre-shift. 
Then, this helpful content is reinforced every time servers 
open their Waiter Wallet. 

PRO TIP | Enter ‘Tab’ to quickly move between fields on 
this or any Waiter Wallet template. 

LINK | Tip of The Day Template 

Tip-of-the-Day Template

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/tip-of-the-day
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/tip-of-the-day
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Wine Pairing Template
Pairing wine with food can be challenging for many servers. 
With this template in the Waiter Wallet, waiters and waitress 
can impress their guests and enhance the dining 
experience by property pairing wines with complete 
confidence. 

Segment this template's courses (at the top) to fit with your 
restaurant and its menu. Then replace our text headers with 
whatever content works best. 

PRO TIP | When you ‘Print’ any template, a 4-up PDF 
(three for the Waiter Wallet Sr.) is automatically created and 
downloaded to your computer. 

NOTE | Use abbreviations to increase the number of dishes 
displayed in each template box. 

LINK | Wine Pairing Template 

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/wine-pairings
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/wine-pairings
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If your restaurant sells oysters, this is an invaluable 
template. While not customizable, it lists forty-eight of the 
most popular oysters along with their region, size, and 
dominant flavor. 

Now all servers can offer great oyster suggestions and 
satisfy guest’s preferences with complete confidence. 

PRO TIP | The Waiter Wallet Clear Pocket Insert adds two 
more, fast access template displays to any version of the 
Waiter Wallet. 

LINK | Oyster Template 

Oyster Template

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/oysters
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/oysters
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Beer Pairing Template
Beer is the new wine (especially here in Colorado). Like 
wine, pairing beer with food can be both promising and 
problematic. This template resolves the problematic by 
delivering great curated suggestions. 

We suggest segmenting this template with courses (at the 
top) to fit your restaurant and its menu optimally. Just 
replace the place holder text with the categories that work 
best. 

PRO TIP | Not a beer or wine expert, a quick Google 
search can help fill in these templates and make you look 
like one. 

NOTE | Use abbreviations to increase the number of dishes 
displayed in each template box. 

LINK | Beer Pairing Template 

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/beer-pairings
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/beer-pairings
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Eight templates aren’t enough, or do you want to create 
your templates? No problem. 

With this template, you can use your floor charts, training 
manuals, or create any content you want. 

Just create a JPG or TIF using the following pixel 
dimensions for your Waiter Wallet version. 

Original/LTO: 366px x 471px 
Deluxe: 322px x 471px 
Sr.: 405px x 647px 
Jr.: 285px x 388px 
Jr. Deluxe: 240px x 388px 

PRO TIP | Upload your floor chart. Include table numbers 
and an Asterix for ‘position one.’ At the start a shift, highlight 
your station and put it in the Waiter Wallet. Now tables 
won’t be missed, and everything will be run out to guests 
correctly. 

LINK | Custom Template 

Custom Template

https://waiterwallet.com/pages/custom
https://waiterwallet.com/pages/custom
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We designed the Waiter Wallet LTO, with its guest-
facing clear pocket, for casual dining restaurants. It's a 
walking, talking table tent that is effective at increasing 
a restaurant’s PPA. 

We recommend featuring an appetizer or dessert (or 
something a guest would not ordinarily order). After all, 
selling one entree over another is of a minimal benefit. 

Best of all, any server can do it. When finished taking 
the order, the servers point to the image and says 
something like (but in their own words): 

“Have you tried the Chocolate Cheesecake? It is a real 
favorite. Can I put one aside before we run out?” 

It works! After all, the best time to sell the desert is 
when the guest is hungry, not after they just ate. 

Another idea, server’s insert a meaningful image, say 
of a place you would love to visit. When guests ask 
about the photos, you engage with them about it. It’s a 
great way to connect with guests and increase tips. 

Again, this is best suited for casual restaurants. 

LINK | Waiter Wallet LTO

Bonus Tip | Waiter Wallet® LTO 

https://waiterwallet.com/products/waiter-wallet-lto
https://waiterwallet.com/products/waiter-wallet-lto
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